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In this study, the fractal dimensions of velocity fluctuations and the Reynolds shear stresses propagation
for flow around a circular bridge pier are presented. In the study reported herein, the fractal dimension of
velocity fluctuations (u0, v0, w0) and the Reynolds shear stresses (u0v0 and u0w0) of flow around a bridge
pier were computed using a Fractal Interpolation Function (FIF) algorithm. The velocity fluctuations of
flow along a horizontal plane above the bed were measured using Acoustic Doppler Velocity meter (ADV)
and Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV). The PIV is a powerful technique which enables us to attain high
resolution spatial and temporal information of turbulent flow using instantaneous time snapshots. In this
study, PIV was used for detection of high resolution fractal scaling around a bridge pier. The results
showed that the fractal dimension of flow fluctuated significantly in the longitudinal and transverse
directions in the vicinity of the pier. It was also found that the fractal dimension of velocity fluctuations
and shear stresses increased rapidly at vicinity of pier at downstreamwhereas it remained approximately
unchanged far downstream of the pier. The higher value of fractal dimension was found at a distance
equal to one times of the pier diameter in the back of the pier. Furthermore, the average fractal
dimension for the streamwise and transverse velocity fluctuations decreased from the centreline to the
side wall of the flume. Finally, the results from ADV measurement were consistent with the result from
PIV, therefore, the ADV enables to detect turbulent characteristics of flow around a circular bridge pier.
 2016, China University of Geosciences (Beijing) and Peking University. Production and hosting by
Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
Bridge failure is a major concern in transportation system and
traffic management particularly during flood events. The collapse
of bridges during flood causes loss of lives, the interruption in the
public service and consequently creates great effects on the eco-
nomic development. Additionally due to the fast economic
development in many countries, they require to manage an ever-
increasing traffic on highways triggering a problem on bridge
structures. According to the Federal Highway Administration
(FHA), 80% of 600,000 bridges in US have need of scour mitigation
(Nassif et al., 2002). Bridge piers are installed in the bed of river to
support the loads from traffic. The bridge pier creates a contrac-
tion into flow cross section and leads to a localized increase in.
of Geosciences (Beijing).
ijing) and Peking University. Produc
.0/).river velocity and hence results high scouring problem around the
bridge pier. Scouring of the river bed in the vicinity of bridge piers
causes an unstable situation for bridge and increases the risk of
catastrophic bridge collapse (Richardson and Davis, 2001). Many
studies for example by Townsend (1947), Melville and Raudkivi
(1977), Dargahi (1989), Ettema et al. (2006), Dey and Raikar
(2007a), Unger and Hager (2007) and Keshavarzi et al. (2014)
have been undertaken with attention into turbulent flow and its
associated structures around bridge pier. They have paid attention
mostly to find flow vortices and their flow characteristics around a
single pier, however, understanding stochastic nature of the tur-
bulence and flow structure around bridge pier using fractal scaling
and in particular FIF remained undefined and is the focus of this
study.
In order to define the nature of turbulence, Richardson (1922)
pointed out that fully developed turbulence consists a hierarchy of
eddies and vortices with different orders of scale. To model chaotic
nature of turbulent flow, many equations have been proposed fortion and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
Figure 1. (a) Flow mechanism and scour pattern around a circular bridge pier (Melville and Coleman, 2000), (b) flow image and horseshoe vortex system (Tsutsui, 2008).
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dimension. Fractal scale of turbulent flow have been investigated
by Mandelbrot (1975), Sreenivasan and Meneveau (1986) and
Meneveau and Sreenivasan (1991). The studies, for example,
Praskovsky et al. (1966) and Sreenivasan and Meneveau (1986)
investigated the fractal properties of various sets of physical in-
terest in turbulence. Additionally, Meneveau and Sreenivasan
(1991) studied the spatial fractal dimension of flow dissipation
while Scotti and Meneveau (1995) showed that the turbulent
velocity signals display fractal scaling with a dimension of
1.7  0.05. Scotti and Meneveau (1999) used FIF to simulate large
eddy turbulent flow structure. Frisch et al. (1978) derived aFigure 2. Schematic diagram experimental setup: (a) plan of experimental measurement; (
using PIV.relation between the fractal dimension and turbulent scale while
Jaw and Chen (1999) used the closure model proposed by Frisch
et al. (1978) to simulate near-wall turbulent flow structure. Ziaei
et al. (2005) used FIF technique to construct velocity signals and
to scale turbulence characteristics of flow. Keshavarzi et al. (2005)
used fractal scaling to define turbulent characteristics of flow in
quadrant zones associated with bursting events and showed that
the average fractal dimension of the velocity fluctuations was
higher than that for Reynolds shear stress. The flow around a
bridge pier is fully three-dimensional, comprising a complex vor-
tex motion (Raudkivi and Ettema, 1983; Dargahi, 1989). To study
three dimensional fractal scaling, Keshavarzi and Gheisi (2007)b) coordinates; (c) points of measurement using ADV and (d) plan of the measurement
Table 1
Statistical analysis of fractal dimensions of velocity fluctuations.
Line a Line d
FDu0 FDv0 FDw0 FDu0 FDv0 FDw0
Mean 1.7331 1.7469 1.7483 1.7295 1.7298 1.7338
STD Error 0.0086 0.0102 0.0066 0.0083 0.0105 0.0085
Median 1.7244 1.7584 1.7418 1.7414 1.7389 1.7384
STD Dev. 0.0333 0.0396 0.0257 0.0354 0.0444 0.0360
Sample Var. 0.0011 0.0016 0.0007 0.0013 0.0020 0.0013
Minimum 1.6801 1.6697 1.6942 1.6497 1.6094 1.6402
Maximum 1.7765 1.7923 1.7936 1.7710 1.7746 1.7899
Line b Line e
FDu0 FDv0 FDw0 FDu0 FDv0 FDw0
Mean 1.7496 1.7434 1.7508 1.7048 1.7197 1.7189
STD Error 0.0049 0.0063 0.0061 0.0109 0.0141 0.0122
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that the mean fractal dimension of tangential velocity fluctuation
(u0) ranged from 1.667 to 1.709 for the eight classified possible
situations which may occur in turbulent flow. A second study by
Gheisi and Keshavarzi (2008) showed no significant variation in
the fractal dimension of the vertical velocity fluctuation and
Reynolds shear stress over the flow depth at all cross sections of
flow inside vortex chamber. However, they found that the fractal
dimension of the tangential velocity fluctuated significantly over
both depth and distance from the centre of the chamber.
Rakhshandehroo et al. (2009) suggested that the consistency of
the fractal dimension varied with direction; they suggested that
the lateral rigid boundary confined the transverse velocity
component resulting in a more constant fractal dimension while,
in the vertical and streamwise directions, more variation in the
fractal dimensions was found. These conclusions are consistent
with those of Keshavarzi and Gheisi (2007) and Gheisi and
Keshavarzi (2008) confirmed the relevance of fractal scaling for
definition of turbulent flow structures.
The structure of flow around a single bridge pier is also an
example of turbulent flows that occur in nature. For example,
extensive experimental studies by Melville and Raudkivi (1977),
Morton and Evans-Lopez (1986), Dargahi (1989), Sumer and
Fredsoe (2002), Ettema et al. (2006) and Tsutsui (2008), have
been conducted to understand the flow structure and their
associated mechanism for scouring processes around a single
pier. They pointed out that the mechanism of bed scouring up-
stream of the bridge pier is the result of the downflow direction
and horseshoe vortex generation at the bed. The downflow
mechanism impinges force on the bed material (Fig. 1a) and
creates a scour hole in the vicinity of the pier (Melville and
Coleman, 2000; Unger and Hager, 2007). Hence, the horseshoe
vortex is highly effective for movement of sediment particles
away from the pier.
In addition to the horseshoe vortex, there are trailing vortices at
both sides of the pier stretching downstream and produce wake
vortices downstream of the pier, which are shed sequentially from
one side to other side of the pier (Fig. 1b). The above vortices are
responsible for entrainment of sediment particles from the bed
(Tsutsui, 2008). Therefore, scouring progressively grows in depth
and area downstream of the pier whereas sediment particles de-
posit further downstream.
However, due to the formation of horseshoe vortices up-
stream of the pier and wakes downstream of the pier, more
research is required to define full characterization of the turbu-
lent flow structures. In the study reported herein, a FIF algorithm
was used to compute the fractal dimension of the 3D velocity
fluctuations and the Reynolds shear stresses around a single
bridge pier.Median 1.7521 1.7488 1.7521 1.7144 1.7269 1.7232
STD Dev. 0.0196 0.0253 0.0242 0.0464 0.0599 0.0516
Sample Var. 0.0004 0.0006 0.0006 0.0022 0.0036 0.0027
Minimum 1.7177 1.7079 1.7100 1.6291 1.5803 1.5912
Maximum 1.7836 1.7861 1.7885 1.7649 1.8099 1.8025
Line c Line f
FDu0 FDv0 FDw0 FDu0 FDv0 FDw0
Mean 1.7428 1.7414 1.7499 1.7182 1.7251 1.7256
STD Error 0.0061 0.0066 0.0080 0.0108 0.0129 0.0115
Median 1.7449 1.7454 1.7496 1.7319 1.7489 1.7437
STD Dev. 0.0250 0.0273 0.0331 0.0458 0.0545 0.0487
Sample Var. 0.0006 0.0007 0.0011 0.0021 0.0030 0.00242. Fractal interpolation function (FIF)
The fractal geometry and chaotic nature of turbulent flow are
very interesting, particularly with FIF. The FIF was firstly intro-
duced by Barnsley (1993). He considered the measured values
from an experiments in real-valued is a function of a real variable
x. For example, F(x) may denote velocity fluctuations as a function
of time in a fluid experiment, then the collection of data is in the
form of;Minimum 1.6959 1.6734 1.6611 1.6000 1.5879 1.5951
Maximum 1.7865 1.7773 1.7994 1.7708 1.7800 1.7668{(xi, Fi): i ¼ 0, 1, 2, ., N} (1)where N is a positive integer, fi ¼ F(xi), and the xi’s are real numbers
such that
x0 < x1 < x2 < x3 < .... < xN (2)
The traditional method for analysing this data begins by rep-
resenting it as a subset of R2 graphically. To show a very irregular
curve of turbulence characteristics of velocity fluctuations and
Reynolds shear stress in the flow, it can be accurately modelled by a
set of self affine maps. FIF is very powerful tool to model such
curves. The graph of FIF is the attractor of the iterated function
systems (IFS) that passes through the given interpolation points. In
other words, FIF provides a new means for curve fitting to experi-
mental data such as velocity components. Clearly it is not adequate
to make a polynomial “least-squares” fitting curve to the original
experimental data. Moreover, one can ensure that the fractal
dimension of the graph of FIF agrees with that the data over an
appropriate range of scales.
If there is a data set with the points fðxi; yiÞgNi¼0 in the plane, for











































where real numbers ai, ci, di and ei are transformation parameters
and must be selected such that jSij < 1. The fSigNi¼0 and fðxi; yiÞgNi¼0
are vertical scaling factors and interpolation points, respectively.
Given calculated values of transformation parameters ai, ci, di
and ei, the above equations can be solved numerically to obtain
fractal dimension. Subsequently, since transformation
A. Keshavarzi, J. Ball / Geoscience Frontiers 8 (2017) 869e883872parameters and the number of maps are known, the FIF can be
constructed.
3. Materials and methods
Two sets of experimental tests were conducted for this study.
The first set of experimental data were collected in a large flume
and using Micro-ADV. To confirm the results, the second set of the
experimental test were performedwith PIV. The descriptions of the
experimental tests are presented as follow.Figure 3. Variation in the fractal dimension of streamwise velocity fluctuation3.1. Experimental set 1eusing ADV
The experimental tests in this study were performed in an
experimental flume of 15 m long, 0.7 m wide and 0.6 m deep
with side-wall glass. The bed of the flume was covered with 120-
mm grained sand particles with an approximately uniform
diameter (D50 ¼ 0.63 mm). A cylindrical pier with the diameter
of 50 mm was installed in the bed. The axis of the cylinder was
coincide with the vertical axis Z. The velocity fluctuations in the
flow were measured in three dimensions using an Acoustics (u0) for (a) line a; (b) line b; (c) line c; (d) line d; (e) line e and (f) line f.
A. Keshavarzi, J. Ball / Geoscience Frontiers 8 (2017) 869e883 873Doppler Velocity meter (Micro-ADV) with a frequency of 50 Hz
(Scott et al., 2005; Dey and Raikar, 2007a, b; Venditti, 2007;
Haws, 2008; Rakhshandehroo et al., 2009). The above studies
showed that measurement using ADV with a frequency of 50 Hz
produces reliable data if SNR > 15 dB. Also they confirmed the
capability of ADV to resolve flow turbulence at a point very close
to the bed. For the probe setting close to the bed, it is suggested
that the vertical edges of the sampling volume can be considered
to 0.5 mm atop the bed surface for the 16 MHz Micro-ADV
probe (Sontek, 1997). The velocity fluctuations in the flow were
measured at 15 mm above the bed. The Micro-ADV consists of
one transmitting transducer and three receiving transducers
mounted on a stem at 120 azimuth intervals. The beams passing
through the water to measure velocity at small volume, located
5 cm below the transducer, therefore, there is minimal distur-
bance to the flow at the sampling volume. The Micro-ADV uses
the Doppler technique to measure the velocity of small particles
in the water. The Micro-ADV has the advantages of measuring
three components of velocity simultaneously and no calibration
is required for the instrument. The duration of sampling at each
point of flow was set to 120 s, therefore, 6000 data for each
velocity component was captured. The velocities are measured at
148 different nodal points, within the flow depth in the half of
each cross section for different experimental tests. Data acqui-
sition started after achieving recommended Signal/Noise RatioFigure 4. (a) Average and (b) STD of fractal dimensions for streamwise velocity
fluctuations.(SNR) and correlation coefficient (COR) in three dimensions. The
Micro-ADV measures velocities to an accuracy of 0.1 mm/s in
full scale, if the water salinity and temperature are correctly
determined at the beginning of the experimental test (Sontek,
1997). The water temperature was measured frequently during
the experimental tests and entered into the data acquisition
software if any change in water temperature was observed.
To control the accuracy of velocity data, two key parameters,
SNR and COR, should be checked at the beginning and during
the data recording. The best ranges of SNR and the COR for
recording good velocity data must be greater than 15 dB and
70%, respectively. In the present study, all recorded SNR and
COR were checked at the beginning of each experiment and
found to be within the acceptable ranges (Sontek, 1997). The
recorded average SNR values ranged from 24 to 26 with the COR
82e98.
The noise inMicro-ADV data is the spikes produced by the phase
shift ambiguities between the transmitting and receiving pulses. A
spike may be produced when there is contamination from previous
pulses reflected from the boundaries, or when there is highly
aerated turbulent flow. To remove spikes from output data, the ADV
data were filtered using the Phase space threshold despiking
filtering. This filter was implemented in the WinADV Software
(Wahl, 2002).
A schematic diagram of the measuring coordinates in physical
model is shown in Fig. 2a, b, and c. A digital point gaugewas used to
measure the bed scouring in a grid. The water surface inside the
flumewas controlled using a downstream gate. An Electromagnetic
flow meter and a pre-calibrated V-Notch weir were also used to
measure flow rate during the experimental test. The experimental
test was performed with flow rate 25 L/s while flow depth was set
to 97 mm. Therefore, the Froude number and the Reynolds number
were 0.377 and 35,714, respectively.
3.2. Experimental set 2 using PIV
The experimental tests in this study were performed in an
experimental flume 6 m long, 0.25 m wide and 0.3 m deep with
side-wall glass. A cylindrical pier with the diameter of 48 mm
was installed in the bed. The axis of the cylinder was coinciding
with the vertical axis Z. The tests were carried out with a flow
rate equals 5.2 L/s while flow depth was set to 199 mm. The two
dimensional velocity fluctuations in the flow were measured in a
horizontal plane using PIV with a frequency of 15 Hz (Delnoij
et al., 1999; Aubin et al., 2004; Foucaut et al., 2004; Van
Doorne and Westerweel, 2007). The PIV was employed to cap-
ture the two-phase flow field. The time interval between two
frames in a pair of image was 10 ms, and time interval between
sequential frame pairs was 1/15 s. The tracer particles were
white Polyamid 2070 with sphere shape, diameter of 5 mm and
specific gravity of 1.016 gr/cm3. A dual Nd-YAG, 50 mJ/pulse laser,
532 nm wavelength was used to illuminate the flow field. The
laser sheet, which was approximately 1 mm thick parallel to the
flume bottom, was located at different distances 17, 35, 50, 70,
100, 120, 140, 160, 180 and 195 mm above the channel floor in x-y
plane. The measurements were conducted in various x-y planes
located downstream of the pier (Fig. 2d). A high-resolution CCD
camera (PCO-1600) was used to view the light sheet plane at
right angle through the flume’s Plexiglas wall and then to cap-
ture the picture frames. The capture images were 1600  1200
pixels size with 256 grey scales. The CCD camera was positioned
at the top of flume and then the measurements were made at a
field of view of 90 mm  110 mm with sampling rate equals to
15 Hz. The instantaneous images were processed using VidPIV-
47XP-Beta software. The adaptive cross correlation was used to
A. Keshavarzi, J. Ball / Geoscience Frontiers 8 (2017) 869e883874determine the average particle displacement within the inter-
rogation area. The mean velocities and turbulent statistics pre-
sented subsequently were obtained using 32  32 pixels
interrogation window with 50% overlap and 700 instantaneous
image pairs.
4. Results and discussion
The FIF algorithm was used herein to analyse the velocity fluc-
tuations in 3 perpendicular flow directions and the Reynolds shearFigure 5. Variation in the fractal dimension of vertical velocity fluctuations (stresses in the streamwise and vertical planes. The velocity fluc-
tuations are defined by:

















The u0 and v0 and w0 are the velocity fluctuations or deviation of
velocity from the time-averaged velocity within a point of flow inv0) for (a) line a; (b) line b; (c) line c; (d) line d; (e) line e and (f) line f.
Figure 6. (a) Average and (b) STD of fractal dimensions for vertical velocity
fluctuations.
A. Keshavarzi, J. Ball / Geoscience Frontiers 8 (2017) 869e883 875streamwise, vertical and transverse flow directions. The ui, vi andwi
are the instantaneous velocities, and u, v and w are the temporal
averaged velocities in streamwise, vertical and transverse di-
rections, respectively, and n is the number of instantaneous velocity
samples.
The turbulent Reynolds shear stresses in the x-z and x-y surfaces
were calculated using:
sxy ¼ ru0v0 (7)
sxz ¼ ru0w0 (8)
Ziaei et al. (2005) developed an algorithm to fit a curve to
the velocity fluctuations and to calculate the fractal dimension
on the basis of the FIF. The method was suggested by Strahle
(1990) and subsequently improved by Marvasti and Strahle
(1995) for estimation of the vertical scaling factor. To compute
the vertical scaling factor, a geometric and analytic method is
presented by Mazel and Hayes (1992). While, the geometric
method is similar to Marvasti and Strahle’s method, the basis of
the analytic method is a least square optimization. In another
study reported by Vines (1993), a model was developed to
simulate a one-dimensional signal using local extrema of the
data sequence as the fixed points of the transformations. The
above algorithm was on the basis of Vines’ extrema method and
the Mazel and Hayes’ algorithm. In this study, the above algo-
rithm was used to calculate the fractal dimension of the velocity
fluctuations.
4.1. Variation in the fractal dimension of streamwise velocity
fluctuation (u0)
The FIF algorithm was used to calculate the fractal dimension
of streamwise velocity fluctuation (u0) for every point in the
different directions of flow and for a fine grid in the vicinity of
the bridge pier. The statistical analysis of the fractal dimension
of horizontal velocity (u0) were computed for lines a to f and
they are presented in Table 1. The variation of fractal dimensions
for locations in lines a, b, c, d, e and f are presented in Fig. 3
(Fig. 2 for definition of the locations and associated lines). In
this figure, the datum (shown by zero value on the streamwise
axis) is the location of the bridge pier. At each point the fractal
dimension was computed for velocity in the flow direction
(FDu0).
From consideration of the fractal dimensions shown in Fig. 3,
it can be seen that, for this experimental condition, there is non-
uniformity in the fractal dimension for the velocity fluctuations
along all six lines (Fig. 2). Along the centre of the bridge pier (i.e.
locations along line a), there is significant variation in the fractal
dimension of the streamwise velocity fluctuation. Particular
points to note are the decrease in the fractal dimension of the
velocity fluctuations upstream of the bridge pier, the increase
around the bridge pier and the decrease downstream of the
bridge pier. In contrast to the results above, it was found that the
fractal dimension of the velocity fluctuations varies significantly
in flow direction for locations in lines a, b, c and d. At the lines e
and f, it was found that there was non-uniformity in the fractal
dimension for the velocity fluctuations with this non-uniformity
being greater upstream of the bridge pier. The maximum and
minimum fractal dimension of the velocity fluctuations over all
locations were obtained at locations for lines b and f,
respectively.
The average and standard deviation of fractal dimensions for
streamwise velocity fluctuations along grid points at lines a, b, c,
d, e and f are presented in Fig. 4. The average fractal dimension ofthe streamwise velocity fluctuations along grid points at lines a,
b, c, d, e and f was found to be 1.733, 1.750, 1.743, 1.729, 1.705 and
1.718, respectively (Fig. 4). The minimum value was found
occurring at locations for line e, while the maximum value was
found occurring at locations for line b. Comparing the results
with previously published data showed that the above results for
open channel with pier at lines a, c, d, e and f are lower than the
reported value (FD ¼ 1.75) by Rakhshandehroo et al. (2009) for
open channel with no obstacle in the flow, however, the result for
line b is very similar. The results above are higher than the fractal
dimension of streamwise velocity fluctuation (FD ¼ 1.738), re-
ported by Keshavarzi and Gheisi (2007) for vortex chamber for
lines b and c.4.2. Variation of fractal dimension of vertical velocity fluctuation (v0)
The fractal dimension of vertical velocity fluctuations (v0)
were computed and are presented in Fig. 5 for locations in lines
a to f. As shown in Fig. 5, the fractal dimension of the vertical
velocity fluctuations varies significantly along all six lines. It was
found that the most significant variation in the fractal dimen-
sion of vertical velocity fluctuations occurred along locations e
and f, which are furthest from the centreline of the bridge pier.
The fractal dimension of the vertical velocity fluctuations
A. Keshavarzi, J. Ball / Geoscience Frontiers 8 (2017) 869e883876decreased from points 105 mm to 185 mm downstream of the
bridge pier.
The statistical analysis of the fractal dimension of horizontal
velocity (v0) were computed for lines a to f and they are presented
in Table 1. The mean and standard deviation of fractal dimensions
for vertical velocity fluctuations along grid points at lines a, b, c, d,
e and f are presented in Fig. 6. The average fractal dimension of
vertical velocity fluctuations for locations in lines a to f was found
to be 1.747, 1.743, 1.741, 1.730, 1.720, and 1.725 respectively. These
values are shown in Fig. 6. The minimum value was found
occurring at locations in line e, while the maximum value wasFigure 7. Variation in the fractal dimension of transverse velocity fluctuationsfound occurring at the locations in line a. The results are lower
than the reported value (FD ¼ 1.78) by Rakhshandehroo et al.
(2009) for open channel with no obstacle in the flow but higher
than values reported (FD ¼ 1.699) by Keshavarzi and Gheisi (2007)
for all lines.
4.3. Variation of fractal dimension of transverse velocity (w0)
Fig. 7 presented the calculated fractal dimension of the trans-
verse velocity fluctuations at lines a to f. As shown in Fig. 7, there is
non-uniformity in the fractal dimensions of the transverse velocity(w0) for (a) line a; (b) line b; (c) line c; (d) line d; (e) line e and (f) line f.
A. Keshavarzi, J. Ball / Geoscience Frontiers 8 (2017) 869e883 877fluctuations at all locations. Consideration of the results showed
that there is significant variation for the fractal dimension of
transverse velocity fluctuation along line a, which is at the cen-
treline of the bridge pier. In particular the fractal dimension of the
transverse velocity fluctuations decreased upstream of the bridge
pier and increased around the bridge pier. The fractal dimension of
the transverse velocity fluctuations decreased from points 105 mm
to 185 mm downstream of the bridge pier. There was no mea-
surement further downstream of the bridge pier. Along the lines b,
c, and d, the fractal dimension of the transverse velocity fluctua-
tions downstream of the bridge pier have less variation than those
upstream of the bridge pier. At locations in lines e and f, non-
uniformity was found occurring for the fractal dimension of the
transverse velocity fluctuations at all measurement points
considered.
The statistical analysis of the fractal dimension of horizontal
velocity (w0) were computed for lines a to f and they are pre-
sented in Table 1. The mean and standard deviation of fractal
dimensions for transverse velocity fluctuations along grid points
at lines a, b, c, d, e and f are presented in Fig. 8. The mean fractal
dimensions of transverse velocity fluctuations at lines a to f were
found to be 1.748, 1.751, 1.750, 1.734, 1.719 and 1.726 respectively
(Fig. 8). The minimum mean fractal dimension of transverse ve-
locity fluctuations was found occurring at line e, while theFigure 8. (a) Average and (b) STD of fractal dimensions for transverse velocity
fluctuations.maximum mean fractal dimension of the transverse velocity
fluctuations was found occurring at location in line b. The results
are lower than the reported value (FD ¼ 1.8) by Rakhshandehroo
et al. (2009) for open channel with no obstacle in the flow and
higher than the value by Keshavarzi and Gheisi (2007) for vortex
chamber (FD ¼ 1.694).
4.4. Variation of fractal dimension of shear stresses (FDu0w0 and
FDu0v0)
The variations of shear stress in horizontal and vertical sur-
faces are presented in Figs. 9 and 10. It is shown in Figs. 9 and 10
that the fractal dimension of the turbulent shear stress fluctuates
at locations for lines e and f which are furthest from the cen-
treline of the bridge pier. The statistical analysis of the fractal
dimension of shear stresses are computed for lines a to f and they
are presented in Table 2. The mean and standard deviation of
fractal dimensions for shear stress in horizontal and vertical
surfaces are presented in Figs. 11 and 12. The results showed that
the mean value of the fractal dimension for streamwise velocity
fluctuations was lower than the equivalent value for vertical ve-
locity fluctuations at the centre line of the bridge pier. Also the
mean fractal dimensions for the streamwise and vertical velocity
fluctuations decreased from the centre to the side wall of the
flume.
The contour plot of fractal dimensions of turbulent shear
stresses in Fig. 13 were mirrored for other side of the flume for
better presentation of the pattern of fractal dimensions. The results
showed that for all locations the fractal dimension of the turbulent
shear stresses downstream of the bridge pier converged to an
approximately constant value. Furthermore, for all locations, it was
found that the minimum local instantaneous fractal dimension of
the turbulent shear stress occurred upstream of the bridge pier.
Keshavarzi and Gheisi (2007) and Gheisi and Keshavarzi (2008)
found that the Reynolds shear stress variation near the wall of a
vortex chamber was greater than that at the centre. It was found
that the results of the present study are consistent with the findings
of the above studies.
4.5. Fractal dimension of velocity and shear stress downstream of
pier using PIV
To find fractal dimension in a very high spatial resolution, the
velocity of flow was measured in 8036 points downstream of the
pier. The FIF algorithm was used to calculate the fractal dimen-
sion of spatial and temporal velocity fluctuations in streamwise
and transverse directions for the recorded images. The results
are shown in Figs. 14 and 15 for velocity and shear stress
downstream of the bridge pier. These fractal dimensions are
presented in Fig. 14a for locations rear of the bridge pier. At each
point the fractal dimension was computed for velocity in the
flow direction (FDu0). From consideration of the fractal di-
mensions shown in Fig. 14a, it can be seen that, for this experi-
mental condition, there is non-uniformity in spatial fractal
dimension for the velocity fluctuations. Rear of the bridge pier
significant variation in the fractal dimension of the streamwise
velocity fluctuation was found in the form of trailing vortex at
both side of the pier. The trailing vortex spread transversally
from rear of the pier with a slope of 0.2 (the fractal dimension in
green colour). The higher value of fractal dimension was found at
a distance equal to one times of the pier diameter in the back of
the pier.
The fractal dimensions of velocity fluctuation (FDw0) in trans-
verse direction are also presented in Fig. 14b, which indicates that
there is non-uniformity in the fractal dimension for the transverse
Figure 9. Variation of fractal dimension of Reynolds shear stresses in x-y plane for (a) line a; (b) line b; (c) line c; (d) line d; (e) line e and (f) line f.
A. Keshavarzi, J. Ball / Geoscience Frontiers 8 (2017) 869e883878velocity fluctuations at the rear of the bridge pier. Along the center
of the bridge pier (i.e. along locations in line a), there is significant
variation in the fractal dimension of the streamwise velocity fluc-
tuation. Similar results for streamwise velocity fluctuation were
found for the transverse velocity fluctuations. The results of the
distribution patterns of FDu0 and FDw0 around single pier are in the
agreement of the flow mechanism around a single circular bridge
pier (Tsutsui, 2008).
From the 2D PIV data, we obtained Reynolds shear stress and
their distributions are plotted in Fig. 15. Rear the pier and at adistance of X ¼ 30 mm, the fractal dimension is low but it increases
to maximum value at X ¼ 65 mm. From X ¼ 65 mm, as X increases,
the fractal dimension decreases which is in agreement with the
stresses decaying process (Bai et al., 2012). The high fractal di-
mensions are at the side of pier where flow deflection is high. The
very non-homogenous distribution of FDu0w0 at rear of pier be-
comes uniform at X ¼ 100 mm where the turbulence is more
isotropic (Townsend, 1947; Dargahi, 1989; Melville and Coleman,
2000). The fractal dimension of shear stress ranged from 1.25 to
1.75 in the area downstream of the pier (Fig. 15).
Figure 10. Variation of fractal dimension of Reynolds shear stresses in x-z plane for (a) line a; (b) line b; (c) line c; (d) line d; (e) line e and (f) line f.
A. Keshavarzi, J. Ball / Geoscience Frontiers 8 (2017) 869e883 879Comparing fractal dimension of shear stress for ADV and PIV
data (Figs. 13b and 15), the fractal dimension of ADV data varied
from 1.3 to 1.75. Therefore, the results from ADV measurement are
consistent with the result from PIV. As a result, the measurement
by ADV enables to detect turbulent characteristics of flow around
bridge pier.
The fractal dimension were averaged for the lines as shown in
Fig. 2c in both streamwise and transverse velocity fluctuations and
associated shear stress. The mean and standard deviation of the
fractal dimension for the velocity in streamwise and transversedirections and their shear stresses are presented in Fig. 16 from
right side-wall to left side-wall of the flume. Compared with ADV
data, the FDu0 and FDv0 were averaged along lines in streamwise
flow direction. The results indicated that a significant variation of
the fractal dimension occurred for all sections from left side of
flume to the right side downstream of the pier. As a general
conclusion, it was found that the mean value of the fractal
dimension for streamwise and transverse velocity fluctuations at
rear of the pier was higher than that for the vertical velocity
fluctuations in the front of the bridge pier. This is due to the wake
Table 2
Fractal dimensions of shear stresses in three different surfaces.
Line a Line d
FDu0v0 FDu0w0 FDu0v0 FDu0w0
Mean 1.6737 1.6911 1.6532 1.6903
STD Error 0.0251 0.0143 0.0210 0.0146
Median 1.7107 1.6992 1.6689 1.6952
STD Dev. 0.0972 0.0555 0.0892 0.0619
Sample Var. 0.0095 0.0031 0.0080 0.0038
Minimum 1.4374 1.5398 1.3943 1.4893
Maximum 1.7679 1.7490 1.7527 1.7647
Line b Line e
FDu0v0 FDu0w0 FDu0v0 FDu0w0
Mean 1.6682 1.6952 1.6038 1.6133
STD Error 0.0150 0.0099 0.0336 0.0330
Median 1.6848 1.7004 1.6509 1.6549
STD Dev. 0.0601 0.0395 0.1427 0.1401
Sample Var. 0.0036 0.0016 0.0204 0.0196
Minimum 1.5248 1.6068 1.2918 1.3095
Maximum 1.7317 1.7576 1.7586 1.7907
Line c Line f
FDu0v0 FDu0w0 FDu0v0 FDu0w0
Mean 1.6451 1.6858 1.6121 1.6329
STD Error 0.0144 0.0126 0.0345 0.0332
Median 1.6542 1.7062 1.6789 1.6794
STD Dev. 0.0594 0.0518 0.1465 0.1410
Sample Var. 0.0035 0.0027 0.0215 0.0199
Minimum 1.5071 1.5635 1.2368 1.2767
Maximum 1.7381 1.7281 1.7499 1.7887
Figure 11. (a) Average and (b) STD of fractal dimensions for Reynolds shear stress in
vertical plane.
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classic wake formation behind a pier (Fig. 15). The above results
are in agreement with the results by Bai et al. (2012). Additionally
the mean fractal dimensions for the streamwise and transverse
velocity fluctuations decreased from the centre to the side wall of
the flume.
From the results, it was found that the fractal dimensions fluc-
tuated significantly in the streamwise and transverse flow di-
rections in the vicinity of the pier. A symmetrical pattern of the
fractal dimension was found at the rear of the bridge pier.
Furthermore, it was found that the fractal dimensions of velocity
fluctuations increased rapidly at vicinity of pier at downstream
whereas it decreased far from the pier. Therefore, it can be
concluded that the fractal dimension using FIF well describes the
flow structure around bridge pier.
However, the result of this work is still difficult to generalize
in natural rivers and in real situation around existing bridge pier.
As a result, there are also challenges ahead concerning the effect
of different sizes of physical model including different diameters
of bridge pier, larger size of experimental flume, number of piers
in tandem and transverse arrangements under different flow
condition on fractal scaling of flow around pier. Therefore the
present study would be followed by a comprehensive study on a
large scale as well as natural river channels with different flow
conditions.Figure 12. (a) Average and (b) STD of fractal dimensions for Reynolds shear stress in
horizontal plane.
Figure 13. Contour plot of Fractal dimension of Reynolds shear stresses measured by ADV around a single bridge pier (a) u0v0 (b) u0w0.
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Reported herein have been the results of a study into flow
structures in the vicinity of a bridge pier. This study is based on a
laboratory model and the velocity measurements were taken at
upstream and downstream of the model pier. In addition the
measurements were taken at multiple locations across the channel.
Using these measurements, the fractal dimension for the horizon-
tal, vertical and transverse velocity fluctuations, and the Reynolds
shear stress in both the x-z (verticalelongitudinal) and x-y (hori-
zontal) planes were investigated. It was found that a significant
variation in the fractal dimension occurred at all locations from
upstream to downstream of the bridge pier. This outcome is
consistent with the variation in the shear stresses where the
greatest variation was found occurring just upstream of and very
close to the bridge pier.As a general conclusion, it was found that the mean value of the
fractal dimension for streamwise (longitudinal) velocity fluctua-
tions was lower than for the vertical velocity fluctuations along the
centre line of the bridge pier. Additionally the mean fractal di-
mensions for the streamwise and vertical velocity fluctuations
decreased in the transverse direction from the centre of the bridge
pier.
In addition, a symmetrical pattern of the fractal dimension was
found occurring at the rear of the bridge pier. Furthermore, it was
found that the fractal dimensions of velocity fluctuations increased
rapidly immediately downstream of the pier at downstream. Far
from the pier, it was found that the fractal dimension decreased far
from the pier. Therefore, it can be concluded that the FIF value il-
lustrates the impact of the pier on the flow structure around a
bridge pier.
Figure 14. Fractal dimension of velocity fluctuations measured by PIV; (a) Streamwise and (b) lateral flow directions.
Figure 15. Fractal dimension of shear stress using PIV data for horizontal surface.
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Figure 16. (a) Mean fractal dimension (FD) and (b) STD of fractal dimensions for the
data set measured by using PIV.
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a, b, c, d, e and f lines of measurement
FD fractal dimension
u0 Velocity fluctuations of flow in streamwise direction
(m s1)
v0 Velocity fluctuations of flow in vertical direction (m s1)
w0 Velocity fluctuations of flow in transverse direction
(m s1)
u temporal averaged velocities in streamwise direction
(m s1)
v temporal averaged velocities in vertical direction (m s1)
w temporal averaged velocities in transverse direction
(m s1)
u* shear velocity (m s
1)
x, y, z coordinates of the measurement
r water density (kg m3)
sxy Reynolds Shear Stress in xy surface (N m2)
sxz Reynolds Shear Stress in xz surface (N m2)
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